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Abstract. We present a new constraint system called INES. Its constraints are conjunctions of inclusions t1 t2 between rst-order terms
(without set operators) which are interpreted over non-empty sets of
trees. The existing systems of set constraints can express INES constraints only if they include negation. Their satis ability problem is
NEXPTIME-complete. We present an incremental algorithm that solves
the satis ability problem of INES constraints in cubic time. We intend
to apply INES constraints for type analysis for a concurrent constraint
programming language.

1 Introduction
We propose a new constraint system called INES (Inclusions over Non-Empty
Sets) and present an incremental algorithm to decide the satis ability of INES
constraints in time O(n3 ). INES constraints are conjunctions of inclusions t1 t2
between rst-order terms (without set operators) which are interpreted over the
domain of non-empty sets of trees. In this paper we focus on sets of possibly
in nite trees. All given results can be easily adapted to nite trees.
An INES-constraint t1 t2 is satis able over non-empty sets if and only if
t1 6; ^ t1 t2 is satis able over arbitrary sets. Note that the constraint t6;
cannot be expressed by positive set constraints only [16]. The expressiveness of
INES constraints is subsumed by that of set constraints with negation [9, 16]. In
the case of nite trees, the satis ability problem of set constraints with negation
is known to be decidable [1, 13]; it is complete for nondeterministic exponential
time [9, 10]. This result implies that the satis ability problem of INES constraints
over sets of nite trees is decidable. The corresponding problem for in nite trees
has not been considered before.
We characterize the satis ability of INES constraints by a set of axioms such that
an INES constraint is satis able over non-empty sets if and only if it is satis able
?
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in some model of these axioms. These axioms de ne a xpoint algorithm that
closes a given input constraint under its consequences with respect to the axioms.
We prove that a constraint ' is satis able if and only if the algorithm with
input ' does not derive ? as a consequence of '. All axioms (for in nite trees)
will be discussed later in this introduction.
Sets versus Trees. The satis ability problems of several classes of rst-order
formulae interpreted over trees and over non-empty sets of trees are closely
related. The following two instances of this observation have inspired our choice
of axioms or underly our proofs.
Equality constraints are conjunctions of equations t1 =t2 between rst-order
terms. Over sets, they can be expressed by inclusion constraints due to antisymmetry of set inclusion (t1 =t2 $ t1 t2 ^ t2 t1 ). Actually, even the rstorder theories of equality constraints over trees and of equality constraints over
non-empty sets of trees coincide. This follows from the complete axiomatization
of the rst-order theory of equality constraints over trees [18, 19, 12] since its
axioms also hold over non-empty sets of trees (but don't over possibly empty
sets).
There exists a natural interpretation of INES-constraint over tree like structures
that we call tree pre xes. In a di erent context [6] tree pre xes are called Bohm
trees (without -binders). Tree pre xes come with a natural ordering relation
where the empty tree pre x is the greatest element. We prove that an INES
constraint is satis able over non-empty sets of trees if and only if it is satis able
over tree pre xes (where the inclusion symbol is interpreted as the inverse of the
pre x ordering on tree pre xes).
Axioms. The rst two axioms we need postulate the re exivity and transitivity
of the inclusion relation. We also assume the following decomposition axiom (here
formulated for a binary function symbol f ).

f (x; y)f (x0 ; y0) ! xx0 ^ yy0
This axiom holds over non-empty sets of trees but not over possibly empty sets,
since every variable assignment with (x) = ; or (y) = ; is a solution of
f (x; y)f (x0 ; y0 ) but not necessarily of xx0 ^ yy0. An analogous statement
holds for the following clash axiom.

f (x; y)g(x0 ; y0 ) ! ?

for f 6= g

These axioms do not suce to characterize the satis ability of INES constraints.
For instance, the unsatis ability of the constraint ' given by xg(x) ^ xg(y) ^
yz ^ z a is not derivable with these axioms alone. We need further axioms
that use non-disjointness constraints t1 6 j t2 de ned as t1 \t2 6;. For the nondisjointness relation we require re exivity and symmetry and a decomposition axiom as for the inclusion relation.
f (y; z )6 j f (y0 ; z 0) ! y6 j y0 ^ z 6 j z 0
2

Finally, we assume a clash axiom similar to the one for inclusion and require
nondisjointness to be compatible with inclusion in the following sense.

x6 j z ^ xy ! y6 j z
Now reconsider the constraint ' given above and observe that we can derive
x6 j x by re exivity, then x6 j y by decomposition, and x6 j z by compatibility. This
yields a clash with xg(x) ^ z a.

Algorithm and Complexity. The above axioms yield an algorithm that adds
constraints of the form xy, x6 j y to a given input constraint ' until ' is closed
under all axioms or implies ?. The INES constraint xt1 ^ : : : ^ xtn expresses
the n sets denoted by the terms t1 ; : : : ; tn have a non-empty intersection. Fortunately, it is not necessary to add k-ary non-disjointness constraints of the form
x1 \ : : : \xk 6; (which can be expressed by the formula 9y (yx1 ^ : : : ^ yxk ))
of which there are exponentially many. Instead, our algorithm adds at most
O(n2 ) constraints to the input constraint ', where n is the number of variables
in '. The addition of a single constraint can be implemented such that it costs
time O(n). This yields an implementation of our algorithm with time complexity
O(n3 ). This implementation can be organized incrementally.
Type Analysis. One application for INES constraints which we are investigating in [23] is type analysis for concurrent constraint programming [17, 27], in
particular Oz [28]. As formal foundations we intend to use the calculi in [24, 25].
There, INES constraints are used to approximate the set of run-time values for
program variables. Since values in Oz include in nite trees, it is important that
INES allows an interpretation over sets of possibly in nite trees. It is considered
an error if the set of possible run-time values is empty for some variable. This
fact was our initial motivation for the choice of non-empty sets of trees as the
interpretation domain for INES constraints.
Plan of the Paper. In Section 2, we discuss relate work. In Section 3, we
de ne the syntax and semantics of INES constraints and in Section 4, we present
the axioms and the algorithm. In Section 5, we prove the completeness of our
algorithm. In Section 6, we compare the interpretations of INES constraints over
tree pre xes and over non-empty sets of trees. Due to space limitations, we omit
the details of the proofs in the conference version of the paper.
Appendix A gives an example illustrating program analysis for Oz with INES
constraints. Appendix B contains the omitted proofs. Appendix C details how
to implement the algorithm with incremental O(n3 ) complexity. In Appendix D,
we adapt the algorithm to the nite-tree case, and in Appendix E to a subclass
of standard set constraints (interpreted over possibly empty sets of nite trees)
with explicit non-emptiness constraints x6;. We also prove that satis ability
of atomic set constraints (standard set constraints without set operators and
negation) is invariant with respect to the choice of nite or in nite trees.
3

2 Related Work
Standard Set Constraints. Set constraints as in [2, 5, 10, 15] are inclusions

between rst-order terms with set operators interpreted over sets of nite trees.
Our algorithm can be adapted such that it solves a subclass of set constraints
without set operators in cubic time (see Appendix E). The general case is nondeterministically exponential time complete as proved in [1, 13]. The subclass
that we can solve in cubic time syntactically extends the INES constraints with
explicit non-emptiness constraint x6; (see Appendix E). Note that the satis ability of these set constraints depends on the choice of nite or in nite trees
(consider xf (x) ^ x6;), which is in contrast to standard set constraints without
negation. Our algorithm accounts for niteness through the occur check.
Atomic Set Constraints. Heintze and Ja ar consider so-called atomic set
constraints [15] which syntactically coincide with INES constraints but are interpreted over possibly empty sets of nite trees. The satis ability problem for
atomic set constraints is also O(n3 ). This result is implicit in the combined
results of [14] and [15]. An explicit proof is given in Appendix E of this paper.
Set Constraints for Type Analysis. Aiken et al. [3, 4] use constraints
over speci c sets of trees called \types" for the type analysis of FL. There is a
minimal type 0 which { in terms of constraint solving { behaves just like the
empty set in standard set constraints (although it is not an empty set from the
types point of view but contains a value denoting non-termination). In contrast
to the constraints of this paper, their set constraints provide for union and
intersection. One of the optimizations used by Aiken et al. is to strengthen the
following constraint simpli cation rule by dropping the disjuncts in brackets [4].

f (x; y)f (x0 ; y0) ! xx0 ^ yy0 [ _x0 _ y0 ]
As stated in [4], this optimization does not preserve soundness (f (a; 0)f (b; 0)
holds but ab ^ 00 does not). It might be possible to justify it by using nonempty sets as interpretation domain. This is left to further research.
Entailment and Independence for Ines Constraints. Charatonik and
Podelski [11] give an algorithm which decides the entailment problem between
INES constraints when interpreted over sets of nite trees. They also decide the
satis ability of INES constraints with negation in the nite tree case. The results
in [11] do not include any of the results presented here since they use as an
explicit prerequisite the fact that satis ability of INES constraints is decidable.
Tarskian Set Constraints. MacAllester and Givan [21] give a cubic algorithm
which decides satis ability for a class of Tarskian set constraints [22], and which
also contains a non-disjointness constraint. Apart from this syntactic similarity,
the two satis ability problems are rather di erent problems since Tarskian set
constraints are not interpreted over the domain of trees (this is also observed
in [22]). A related open question is whether our axioms de ne a local theory [20,
8], which would also proof the cubic complexity bound of our algorithm.
4

3 Syntax and Semantics of Ines Constraints
We assume a set of variables ranged over by x; y; z and a signature  that de nes
a set of function symbols f; g and their respective arity n  0. Constants (i.e.
function symbols of arity 0) are denoted with a and b.

Trees. We base the de nition of trees on the notion of paths since we wish to

include in nite trees. Paths will turn out central for our proofs in Section 5. A
path p is a sequence of positive integers ranged over by i; j; n; m. The empty path
is denoted by ". We write the free-monoid concatenation of paths p and q as pq;
we have "p = p" = p. Given paths p and q, q is called a pre x of p if p = qp0 for
some path p0 .
Let  be a set of pairs (p; f ) of paths p and function symbols f . We say that 
is pre x closed, if (p; f ) 2  and q is a pre x of p implies that there is a g such
that (q; g) 2  . It is path consistent, if (p; f ) 2  and (p; g) 2  implies f =g.
We call  arity consistent, if (p; f ) 2  , (pi; g) 2  implies that i 2 f1; : : : ; ng
provided the arity of f is n. Finally,  is called arity complete, if (p; f ) 2  ,
where the arity of f is n, implies for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng the existence of a g with
(pi; g) 2  .
A (possibly in nite) tree  is a set of pairs (p; f ) that is non-empty, pre x closed,
arity complete, path consistent, and arity consistent. The set of all (possibly
in nite) trees over  is denoted by Tree and the set of all non-empty sets of
trees by P+ (Tree).

Ines Constraints. An INES constraint t1 t01 ^ : : : ^ tn t0n is a conjunction of
inclusions between rst-order terms t de ned by the following abstract syntax.

t ::= x j f (t)
Here and throughout the paper, t stands for a sequence of terms and we assume
implicitly that the length of t coincides with the arity of f . We interpret INES

constraints over the structure P+ (Tree) of non-empty sets of trees. In this structure, a function symbol f of  is interpreted as elementwise tree constructor
and the relation symbol  as subset relation. We call a rst-order formula over
INES constraint satis able if it is satis able in the structure P+ (Tree). Two rstorder formulae over INES constraints are called equivalent if they are equivalently
interpreted in P+ (Tree).

Flat Ines Constraints. For algorithmic reasons, we use an alternative constraint syntax in the sequel. First, we restrict ourselves to at terms f (x) and x
instead of possibly deep terms t. Second, we use equalities x=f (y) rather than
inclusions xf (y) and f (y)x (this is a matter of taste). And third, we need
binary non-disjointness constraints x6 j y. Their semantics is given by the equivalence to the formula x\y
6 ; over sets of trees. Over non-empty sets of trees, x6 j y
5

is equivalent to 9z (z x ^ z y). Crucially, however, nondisjointness constraints
x6 j y avoid explicit existential quanti cation in our algorithm.
These three steps lead us to at INES constraints ' de ned as follows.
' ::= '1 ^ '2 j xy j x=f (y) j x6 j y
We identify at INES constraints ' up to associativity and commutativity of conjunction, i.e., we consider ' as a multiset of inclusions xy, equalities x=f (y),
and non-disjointness constraints x6 j y.
From now on, we will consider only at INES constraints and call them constraints for short. This is justi ed by the following Proposition. Let the size
of a constraint ' be the number of function symbol occurrences plus variable
occurrences in '.

Proposition 1. The satis ability problems of INES constraints and of at INES
constraints have the same time complexity up to a linear transformation.

4 Axioms and Algorithm
We present a set of axioms valid for INES-constraints interpreted over non-empty
sets of trees. In a second step, we interpret these axioms as an algorithm that
solves the satis ability problem of INES constraints. The correctness and the
complexity of this algorithm will be proved in Section 5.
A1. xx and xy ^ yz ! xz
A2. x=f (y) ^ xx ^ x =f (z) ! yz
0

0

A3. xy ! x6 j y and xy ^ x6 j z ! y6 j z and x6 j y ! y6 j x
A4. x=f (y) ^ x6 j x ^ x =g(z) ! ? for f 6= g
0

0

A5. x=f (y) ^ x6 j x ^ x =f (z) ! y6 j z
0

0

Table 1. Axioms of INES constraints over non-empty sets of in nite trees
Table 1 contains ve rules A1-A5 representing sets of axioms.1 The union of
these sets is denoted by A. For instance, a rule xx represents the in nite set
1 Note that these axioms di er from the ones given in the introduction. The constraints

used there are not at and the variable-variable case xy and x6 j y are omitted.
Indeed, the axioms in the introduction are semantically complete, although this is
non-trivial to see and depends on the correctness of the algorithm presented here.

6

of axioms that is obtained by instantiation of the meta variable x with concrete
variables. Note that an axiom is either a constraint ', an implication between
constraints ' ! , or an implication ' ! ?.

Proposition 2. The structure P+(Tree) is a model of the axioms in A.
Proof. By a routine check. We note that the non-emptiness assumption of
P+ (Tree) is essential for axioms A2 and A3:1.
2

The Algorithm. The set of axioms A can be considered as a (nave) xed
point algorithm A that, given an input constraint ', iteratively adds logical
consequences of A[f'g to '. More precisely, in every step A inputs a constraint '
and either terminates with ? or outputs a constraint ' ^ . Termination with
? takes place if there exists 0 2 ' such that 0 ! ? 2 A. Output of ' ^ is
possible if 2 A or there exists 0 in ' with 0 ! 2 A.
Example 1. A rst type of inconsistency depends on the transitivity of set inclusion. Here is a typical example:
x=a ^ xy ^ yz ^ z =b ! ? for a 6= b
Algorithm A may add xz by A1:2, then x6 j z with A3:1, and then terminate
with ? by A4.
Example 2. A second type of inconsistency comes with implicit or explicit nondisjointness requirements. For illustration, we consider:
x=a ^ z x ^ z y ^ y=b ! ? for
for a 6= b
Algorithm A may add z 6 j x by A3:1, then x6 j z via A3:3, then x6 j y with A3:2, and
nally terminate with ? via A4.
Example 3. Inconsistencies of the above two types may be detected by structural
reasoning with A2. Consider:
x=f (x) ^ x=f (z ) ^ z =a ! ?
Algorithm A may add xx by A1:1, then xz with A2, then x6 j z by A3:1, and
nally terminate with ? with A4.
Example 4. We need another structural argument based on A5 for deriving the
unsatis ability of the following constraint.
x=f (x) ^ z x ^ z y ^ y=f (x0 ) ^ x0 =a ! ?
Algorithm A may add x6 j y after several steps as shown in Example 2. Then it
may proceed with x6 j x0 via A5 and terminate with ? via A4.

7

Termination. Algorithm A can be organized in a terminating manner by
adding a simple control. Given an input constraint ', we add only such constraints x6 j y and xy to ' which are not contained in '. We also restrict reexivity of inclusion xx to such variables x occurring in '. Given a subset S

of A, a constraint ' is called A0 -closed, if algorithm A under the given control
and restricted to the axioms in A0 cannot proceed. (Note that constraints do
not contain ? by de nition.) This de nes the notion of A-closedness but also of
A1-closedness, A2-closedness, etc., which will be needed later on.
Example 5. Our control takes care of termination in presence of cycles like
x=f (x). For instance, the following constraint is A-closed.
x=f (x) ^ xy ^ y=f (x) ^ xx ^ yy ^ x6 j x ^ y6 j y ^ x6 j y ^ y6 j x
In particular, A2 and A5 do not loop through the cycle x=f (x) in nitely often.

Proposition 3. If ' is a constraint with m variables then algorithm A with
input ' terminates under the above control in at most 2  m2 steps.
2
Proof. Since A does not introduce new variables, it may add at most m2 nondisjointness constraints x6 j y and m2 inclusions xy.
2

Proposition 4. Every A-closed constraint ' is satis able over P+ (Tree).
The proof of this statement is the subject of Section 5. There, we construct the
greatest solution for a satis able constraint (Lemma 9). Note that constraints in
general do not have a smallest solution (consider xf (x y)).

Theorem 5. The satis ability of INES constraints can be decided in time O(n3 )

(oine and online) where n is the constraint size.

Proof. Proposition 2 shows that ' is unsatis able if A started with ' terminates
with ?. Proposition 4 proves that ' is satis able if A started with ' terminates
with a constraint. Since A terminates for all input constraints under the above
control (Proposition 3), this yields a e ective decision procedure. The complexity statement is proved in Proposition 14. The main idea is that every step of
algorithm A can be implemented in time O(n) and that there are O(n2 ) steps
(Proposition 3). 2 In the proof of Proposition 14, we present an incremental
implementation of algorithm A. It exploits that algorithm A leaves the order
unspeci ed in which axioms in A are applied.
2

There is a class of constraints on which algorithm A indeed takes cubic time,
namely the inclusions cycles x1 x2 ^ : : : ^ xnV?1 xn ^ xn x1 where n  1. The
closure under A is the full transitive closure fxi xj j i; j 2 f1 : : :ngg plus the
corresponding non-disjointness constraints.
2 Every step of algorithm A costs time O(n) only with respect to an amortized time

analysis, which we do not make explicit in our complexity proof.
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5 Completeness
The goal of this Section is to prove the completeness of our algorithm as stated
in Proposition 4. We have to construct a solution for every A-closed constraint.
The idea is to construct solution in a substructure of P+ (Tree) the structure of
tree pre xes.

Tree Pre xes. A tree pre x  is a set of pairs (p; f ) that is pre x closed, path

consistent, and arity consistent. Note that every tree is a tree pre x. The set of
all tree pre xes is denoted by Pre x. We can naturally interpret INES constraints
over tree pre xes such that Pre x becomes a structure. Function symbols f 2 
are interpreted as tree pre x constructors (generalizing tree constructors). The
inclusion symbol  is interpreted as the inverted subset relation on tree pre xes
that we denote with  (i.e., 1  2 i 1  2 ). The relation 1 6 j 2 holds over
Pre x i 1 [ 2 is path consistent (and hence a tree pre x).

Proposition 6. Pre x is a substructure of P+ (Tree) with respect to the embedding Trees : Pre x ! P+ (Tree) given by:
Trees ( ) = f 0 j  0 is a tree such that  0   g
Proof. The mapping Trees is a homomorphism with respect to function symbols f 2  and the relation symbols  and 6 j .
2

Corollary 7. If a constraint is satis able over Pre x then it is satis able over
P+ (Tree).

Proof. For constraints xy, x=f (y), and x6 j y, this follows from Proposition 6.
A conjunction of such constraints is satis able if all conjuncts are satis able. 2

Path Reachability. We introduce the path reachability relations ;' p and
the notion of path consistency with respect to constraints. For all paths p and
'
'
constraint ', we de ne a binary relation ;
p , where x ;p y reads as \y is
reachable from x over path p in '":
'
x;
" y if xy in '
'
x;
i yi if x=f (y1 : : : yi : : : yn ) in ';
'
'
'
x;
pq y if x ;p u and u ;q y:
'
We de ne relations x ;
p f meaning \f can be reached from x via path p in '":

'
'
x;
p f if x ;p y and y =f (u) in ';
For example, if ' is the constraint xy ^ y=f (u; z ) ^ z =g(x) then the following
'
'
'
'
reachability from
x relationships
hold: x ;
" y , x ;2 z , x ;21 x, x ;21 y , etc.,
'
'
'
as well as x ;" f , x ;2 g, x ;21 f , etc.

9

De nition 8 Path Consistency. We call a constraint ' path consistent if the
following two conditions hold for all x, y, p, f , and g.
'
'
1. If x ;
p g , xx, and x ;p f then f = g .
'
'
2. If x ;
p g , x6 j y , and y ;p f then f = g .

Lemma 9. Every A1-A2-closed and path consistent constraint is satis able over
Pre x.

Lemma 10. Every A3-A5-closed constraint is path consistent.
Proof of Proposition 4. We have to show that every A-closed constraint ' is

satis able. ' is path consistent by Lemma 10, satis able in Pre x by Lemma 9,
and hence satis able in P+ (Tree) by Corollary 7.
2

6 Non-Empty Sets versus Trees
We discuss interpretations of INES constraints over tree pre xes and over nonempty sets of trees. For the fragment of equality constraints we also consider an
interpretation over trees.

Theorem 11. Given an INES constraints ', the following three statements are

equivalent:

1. ' is satis able (over P+ (Tree)).
2. ' is satis able over Pre x.
3. ' is satis able in some model of the axioms in A.
Proof. 1) to 3). If ' is satis able over P+ (Tree), then it is satis able in some
model of A, since P+ (Tree) is a model of A by Proposition 2.
3) to 2). Let ' be satis able in some model of A. Algorithm A terminates when
started with ' by Proposition 3. It outputs a constraint (and not ?) that
is equivalent to ' in all models of A. is A-closed and hence satis able over
Pre x by Lemmata 9 and 10.
2) to 1). If ' is satis able over Pre x then it is satis able by Corollary 7. 2

An equality constraint is a conjunction of equalities x=y and x=f (y). Over
P+ (Tree), equalities can be expressed by inclusions since the inclusion ordering is antisymmetric (x=y $ xy ^ yx).

Theorem 12. The three rst-order theories of equality constraints over non-

empty sets of trees, over tree pre xes, and over trees coincide (i.e., of the structures P+ (Tree), Pre x and Tree).3
3 Independently, A. Colmerauer observed this for P+ (Tree) and Tree (pers. comm.).
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Proof. This follows from the fact that all axioms of the complete axiomatization
of trees [18, 19, 12] are valid for non-empty sets of trees. This holds for the axioms
of the form 8y9!x(x1 =f1 (x y) ^ : : : ^ xn =fn (x y)). Validity of the other axioms
is immediate since they are already contained in A with inclusion replaced for
equality.
2

In contrast, rst-order formulae over inclusion constraints can distinguish the
structures P+ (Tree) and Pre x. A formula that holds over Pre x but not over
P+ (Tree) is given by
8x(ax ^ bx ! 8y(yx))
where a 6= b. Another formula distinguishing both structures comes with a
constraint-based reformulation of the coherence property (de ned for complete
partial orders in [6]).
We say that an ordering relation satis es the coherence property if it satis es the
following formulae for all nite sets I (where inclusion symbol is interpreted as
the given ordering).
V 9z (zx ^ zx ) ! 9z (V zx )
i
i
j
i2I
i;j 2I
This formula states that for all variable assignment the elements from the
nite set f (xi ) j i 2 I g have a common lower bound if every two of its elements
(xi ); (xj ) have (i; j; 2 f1; : : : ; ng). For inclusion over non-empty sets this
property does not hold. There it states the non-emptiness of an n-intersection
t1 \ : : : \tn if all pairwise intersections ti \tj are non-empty (i; j 2 f1 : : :ng),
which is refuted by the example I = f1; 2; 3g and (x1 ) = fa; bg, (x2 ) = fa; cg,
(x3 ) = fb; cg for distinct constants a; b; c.

Proposition 13. The tree pre x ordering  satis es the coherence property.
Proof. For some nite index set
assignment into Pre x,
S
V J  I and variable
note that is a solution of 9z ( i2J z xi ) i i2J (xi ) is path consistent. If
is a solution of all 9z (z xi ^ z xj ) Sthen all pairwise unions (xi ) [ (xj ) are
path consistentVsuch that the union i2I (xi ) is path consistent. Hence is a
2
solution of 9z ( i2I z xi ).
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A Ines-Constraints for Program Analysis
We are investigating the application of INES constraints for program analysis.
More speci cally, we intend to construct a type analysis system for concurrent
constraint programming languages [17, 27] such as Oz [28] (see [24, 25] for formal foundations of Oz). During the execution of programs in these languages,
the possible values of program variables are approximated by constraints. For
programs without search (backtracking), it is considered a programming error if
the set of possible values is empty for some program variable.
For illustration, consider the following Oz program with its constraint-based
analysis added in comments (using the special function symbol proc).4
proc {P X} X=a end
proc {Q Y} Y=b end
{P Z} {Q Z}

%
%
%

9x (p=proc(x) ^ x=a) ^
9y (q=proc(y) ^ y=b) ^
proc(z )p ^ proc(z )q

The program contains the de nition of two procedures P and Q with formal
arguments X and Y, respectively, as well as two procedure applications with the
same actual argument Z. On execution of these applications, the constraints Z=a
and Z=b will be emitted which are inconsistent with each other.
A program analysis in terms of INES-constraints can detect this error as follows.
The program variables P, Q, X, Y, and Z are mapped to constraint variables p,
q, x, y, and z , and the program subexpressions are mapped to constraints as
indicated in the comments. The conjunction of these constraints is checked for
satis ability and the program is rejected if this test fails. The above program is
rejected since its analysis implies z a ^ z b which is unsatis able.
We have implemented a type analysis system based on INES-constraints and
use it experimentally for Oz programs. The full description of the type analysis
system is out of the scope of this paper and will be reported in [23].

B Omitted Proofs
Proposition 1. The satis ability problems of INES constraints and of at INES
constraints have the the same time complexity up to a linear transformation.
4 This example also appeared in the follow-up paper [11] with the explicit statement

that it is borrowed from here.
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Proof. With respect to the structure P+ (Tree), every at INES constraint is
equivalent to a rst-order formula over INES constraints.

x=f (y) $ xf (y) ^ f (y)x

x6 j y $ 9z (z x ^ z y):

Conversely, every INES constraint is equivalent to a rst-order formula over at
INES constraints.
xf (t) $ 9y9z (xy ^ y=f (z ) ^ zt) tt0 $ 9x (tx ^ xt0 )
f (t)x $ 9y9z (tz ^ f (z)=y ^ yx)
These equivalences can be interpreted as constraint transformers from INES constraints into at INES constraints and vice versa. Hence, for every INES constraint
there exists a satisfaction equivalent constraint and vice versa. It is easy to organize the transformations such that they preserve the size of constraints up to a
factor of 2. Hence, the complexity of the satis ability problems is preserved. ut

Lemma 9. Every A1-A2-closed and path consistent constraint is satis able over

Pre x.

Proof. Let ' be A1-A2-closed and path consistent. We de ne a variable assignment pre x' into Pre x as follows:
'
pre x' (x) = f(p; f ) j x ;
p fg

The path consistency of ' (condition 1) implies the path consistency of
pre x' (x). Thus pre x' (x) is a tree pre x (one can show this by induction over
p). We now verify that pre x' is a solution of '.

{ Let xy in '. If y ;' p g then x ;' p g by the de nition of path reachability.
Thus, pre x' (y)  pre x' (x).
{ Consider x=f (y1 : : : yn) in '. If i 2 f1 : : : ng and yi ;' p g then x ;' ip g.
Thus, f (pre x' (y1 ) : : : pre x' (yn ))  pre x' (x). For the converse inclusion,
we rst show that ' satis es the following two properties for all g and i:
P1
P2

'
if x ;
" g then f = g .
'
'
if i 2 f1 : : : ng and x ;
ip g then yi ;p g .

'
For proving P1 we assume x ;
" g . Since x=f (u) in ' we have xx in ' by
'
A1:1-closedness. Thus x ;" f which implies f = g since ' is path consistent
(condition 1) and A1:1-closed, i.e. P1 holds.
'
For proving P2, we assume i 2 f1 : : : ng and x ;
ip g . By de nition of path
reachability there exists x0 , f 0 , and v such that
' 0
x;
"x;

x0 =f 0 (y10 : : : yi0 : : : yn0 );
14

'
yi0 ;
p g:

' 0
The A1:2-closedness of ' and x ;
" x imply xx0 in '. The path consistency
of ' (condition 1) and the A1:1-closedness of ' implies f = f 0 . Hence, A2'
closedness ensures yi yi0 in ' such that yi ;
p g holds. This proves P2.
We nally show pre x'(x)  f (pre x' (y1 ) : : : pre x'(yn )). Given (p; g) 2
'
pre x' (x), we distinguish two cases. If p=", then x ;
" g such that P1 implies
'
f = g and hence ("; g) 2 f (pre x' (y1 ) : : : pre x' (yn )). If p = iq then x ;
iq g
'
such that P2 yields yi ;q g and hence (p; g) 2 f (pre x' (y1 ) : : : pre x' (yn )).
{ Let x6 j y in '. We have to show that the set pre x' (x) [ pre x'(y) is path
'
consistent. If (p; g) 2 pre x' (x) and (p; f ) 2 pre x' (y) then x ;
p g and
'
y ;p f . The path consistency of ' (condition 2) implies f = g.
2

Lemma 10. Every A3-A5-closed constraint is path consistent.
Proof. Let ' be A3?A5-closed. Condition 1 of De nition 8 follows from condition
2 of De nition 8 and A3:1-closedness. The proof of condition 2 in' De nition 8 is
by induction on paths p. We assume x, y, f , and g such that x ;p f , x6 j y in ',
'
and x ;
p g.
If p = ", then there exist n; m  0, x1 ; : : : ; xn , y1 ; : : : ym , u, and v such that:

xx1 ^ : : : ^ xn?1 xn ^ xn =f (x0 ) in ' ;
yy1 ^ : : : ^ ym?1 ym ^ ym=g(y0 ) in ' :
A3-closedness implies that xn 6 j ym in ' (A3:2 yields x6 j y1 in ', : : :, x6 j ym in '.
Thus ym 6 j x in ' by A3:3-closedness such that A3:2-closedness yields
ym 6 j x1 in ', : : :, ym 6 j xn in '). Hence, A4-closedness implies f = g. If p = iq,
then there exist f 0 , g0 , x0 , y0 , u, v with:
'
' 0
x;
" x ; x0 =f 0 (x01 : : : x0i : : : x0n ) in ' ; x0i ;p f ;
'
' 0
y ;" y ; y0 =g0 (y10 : : : yi0 : : : yn0 ) in ' ; yi0 ;p g :
Since x6 j x0 in ', we have x0 6 j y0 in ' by A3-closedness (this has been proved for
the case p = "). Thus, A4-closedness yields f 0 = g0 such that A5-closedness
implies x0i 6 j yi0 in ', and hence f = g holds by induction assumption.
2

C Complexity
We elaborate the proof of the complexity and incrementality statement in Theorem 5 by presenting an implementation of algorithm A.

Proposition 14. Algorithm A can be implemented (online and oine) such that
it terminates in time O(n3 ) where n is the size of the input constraint.
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Proof. We organize algorithm A as a reduction relation on pairs ('; ) or ?,
where ' is called pool and store. The store and the pool are either constraints
or empty multisets represented by >. Initially, the pool ' is the input constraint
called '0 (which may be inputed incrementally in the online case) and the store
is empty.
Reduction preserves the invariant that ' ^ contains all one-step consequences
of with respect to algorithm A (and restricted to variables occuring in '0 ). If
a pair ('; ) reduces to ? then ' ^ is equivalent to ?. If ('; ) reduces to
('0 ; 0 ) then ' ^ is equivalent to '0 ^ 0 . Reduction either terminates with ?
or with an empty pool. In the latter case, the above invariants ensure that the
nal store is A-closed and equivalent to the initial constraint '0 .
Let a basic constraint be of the form xy, x6 j y, or x=f (y). Reduction can be
implemented by recursively executing the following sequence of instructions:

1. Select a basic constraint '0 from the pool. If '0 is contained in the store
delete if from the pool and nish.
2. Else, for all axioms in A of the form '0 ^ 0 ! '00 with 0 in the pool add
'00 to the pool. If there exists an axiom of the form '0 ^ 0 ! ? in A with
0 in the pool then reduce to ?. If '0 contains a variable x such that xx
is not contained in the store then add it to the store.
3. Add '0 to the store and delete it from the pool.
We rst discuss the necessary data structures for implementing the reduction in
a restricted case. In a second step we show that these restrictions can be omitted.
R1 The algorithm is oine, i.e. the input constraint '0 is statically known.
R2 The arity of constructors in '0 is bounded by a constant, say k.
R3 '0 contains at most one equality per variable.

Let m be the number of variables in '0 . The pool can be implemented such that
it provides for the following operations (for instance as a queue).

{ select and delete a basic constraint from the pool in O(1).
{ add a basic constraint to the pool in O(1).
The store can be implemented as an array of size m for the equalities x=f (y) (at
most one per variable) and a table of size 2  m2 for the constraints xy and x6 j y
for all occuring variables. The store can support the the following operations:

{ test the presence of an equality for x in O(1).
{ test the membership xy 2 and x6 j y 2 in time O(1).
{ given a variable x with x=f (y) 2 ', retrieve the function symbol f and the
sequence y in time O(1).
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{ add a basic constraint in time O(1).
{ given a variable x, retrieve the set of all y such that xy 2 ' in time O(m)
(analogously for x6 j y).
As shown in the next paragraph, the reduction relation can be implemented such
that all operations on the store and the pool are invoked ad most O(m2 ) times.
Since every operation costs at most O(m) time and m  n, this yields an O(n3 )
implementation.
There are at most O(m2 ) distinct basic constraints that may be added to the
store and every basic constraint may be added at most once. Hence there are at
most O(m2 ) add operations on the store. Constraints are added to the pool only
if some basic constraint is added to the store. In this case, at most O(k) basic
constraints are added to the pool by R2. Hence, there are at most O(k  m2 ) add
operations on the pool.
We nally discuss how to get rid of the above restrictions.
R2 If the arity of constructors is unbounded then we still know that every operation cost at most O(n) where n is the size of '0 . The only problem is
that the number of basic constraints that may be added to the pool is no
more bounded by O(n2 ). This can be circumvented by adding constraints
to the pool at most once, i.e. by remembering those constraints that have
been added to pool (and possibly deleted) before. This can be done with a
quadratic table as for the store.
R3 If we replace all equalities x=f (y) in '0 by xx0 ^ x0 x ^ x0 =f (y) where x0
is a fresh variable respectively then the resulting constraint does not contain
two equations for the same variable.
R1 For an online algorithm, we can add the input constraint '0 incrementally
to the pool. The problem is that the number of variables in '0 is not known
statically. We have to replace our static tables and arrays by dynamic hash
tables such that new variables can be inserted.
2

D Finite Trees
The satis ability of INES constraints depends on the interpretation over sets of
nite or in nite trees.
Example 6. For instance, the constraint xf (x) is satis able over sets of in nite
trees by x 7! ff (f (f (: : :)))g, but non-satis able over sets of nite trees.

The results of Section C carry over to the nite tree case when we add the
\occurs-check" axiom A6 from Table 2 to axiom set A. In particular, Lemma 9
and Theorem 5 can be adapted. Call Tree n the set of nite trees.
17

A6.

'

! ? if x ;' p x for some path p 6= "

Table 2. The occurs check axiom

Lemma 15. A path consistent constraint ' closed under A1-A3 and A6 is satis able in P+ (Tree n).

Proof. To show a A1-A3 and A6-closed and path consistent constraint ' satis '
able in P+ (Tree) we have de ned the pre x pre x'(x) = f(p; f ) j x ;
p f g. Since
' is nite and the assumption about axiom A6 excludes cyclic paths, pre x' (x)
must be a nite pre x for all x. Hence, ' is satis able in P+ (Tree n).
2

Theorem 16. The satis ability of INES constraints over non-empty sets of nite
trees can be decided (oine or online) in time O(n3 ).

Proof. The oine version of our algorithm may perform the occurs-check upon
termination. This is linear in the size of the nal constraint and cubic in the size
of the start constraint. The online version must schedule the occurs-check after
every step. This is constant if the closure of the reachability relation between
variables is (just like ) implemented by a table of size quadratic in the number
of variables.
2

E Standard Set Constraints
In this section, we take a alternative approach to achieve the expressiveness of
INES constraints. We consider a class of standard set constraints by interpreting
INES constraints over possibly empty sets of trees and allowing for explicit nonemptiness constraints x6; (\x denotes a non-empty set"). We show that the
cubic algorithm for INES constraints can be adapted to this fragment of standard
set constraints at the cost of additional axioms.
We extend our constraint syntax with explicit non-emptiness constraints as follows.
' ::= '1 ^ '2 j x=f (y) j xy j x6 j y j x6;
(1)
We interprete these constraint either in the structure of sets of trees P(Tree)
or in the structure of sets of nite trees P(Tree n). Due to the constraint x6;,
satis ability of set constraints di ers depending on the choice of nite or in nite
trees. This is not the case without x6; as we will show below (Corollary 20).
Example 6 adapts as follows.
Example 7. The constraint x6; ^ xf (x) is satis able over sets of in nite trees
by the variable assignment x 7! ff (f (f (: : :)))g, but non-satis able over sets of
nite trees.
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A1. xx and xy ^ yz ! xz
A2'. x
6 ; ^ x=f (y) ^ xx ^ x =f (z) ! yz
0

0

A3'. x
6 ; ^ xy ! x6 j y and xy ^ x6 j z ! y6 j z and x6 j y ! y6 j x
A4. f (y)x ^ x6 j x ^ x g(z) ! ? for f 6= g
0

0

A5. x=f (y) ^ x6 j x ^ x =f (z) ! y6 j z
0

0

A6'. x
6 ; ^ ' ! ? if x ;' p x for some path p 6= "
B7. x
6 ; ^ x=f (y) ! y6; and y
6 ; ^ x=f (y) ! x6;
B8. x6 j y ! y6;

Table 3. Axioms for inclusion constraints over (possibly empty) sets of nite trees
In Table 3, we present the set of axioms B, which adapts the set A for the new
constraints. The axiom sets A20 , A30 , and A60 are changed to make implicit nonemptiness premises explicit, and B7 and B8 have been added. B7 propagates nonemptiness through terms. For every constant symbol a 2  , B7:2 postulates that
x=a ! x6;. B8 states that variables involved in a non-disjointness constraint
must have a non-empty denotation themselves. It is easily checked that all these
axioms are valid in P(Tree n ) and that all axioms apart from A6 are valid in
P(Tree).

Proposition 17. Every B-closed constraint is satis able over P(Tree n). Every
constraint that is B-closed apart from the occurs-check axiom A6' is satis able
over P(Tree).

Proof. Given a B-closed constraint ', we de ne the set of variables in ' which
are constrained to be non-empty.

= fx j x6; in 'g
Var'6; def

The part of ' containing only variables Var'6; and no non-emptiness constraints is a closed INES constraint.
For the nite tree case, assume ' to be B-closed. By Proposition 15 there exists
a variable assignment into P+ (Tree n) which satis es in P(Tree n).
De ne the variable assignment by (x) = ; for x 62 Var'6; and (x) = (x)
elsewhere. We show that satis es '. Let x 62 Var'6; . We consider the inclusions
in ' containing x.
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{ Constraints xy are trivially satis ed by .
{ If y=f (: : : x : : :) in ', then y6; cannot be in ' due to B7:2. Hence (y) =
;  (f (: : : x : : :)).
{ If x=f (y1 : : : yn) in ', then yi6; cannot be in ' for some yi due to B7:1.
Hence (x) = ; = (f (: : : yi : : :)).
{ If yx in ', then y6; cannot be in ' due to A30 and B8. Hence (y) =
; (x).
For the in nite tree case assume ' to be B-closed with the exception of A6'. Then
by Lemma 9, there exists a satisfying variable assignment into P+ (Tree). Apart
from that, the above argument is unchanged.
2

Theorem 18. The satis ability of conjunctions of inclusion constraints and
non-emptiness constraints over sets of nite trees can be tested in O(n3 ).

Proof. The axioms in Table 3 again induce a xed point algorithm for the satis ability test. By carrying over the techniques for the complexity results from
Section C, we obtain the same complexity bound.
2

Atomic Set Constraints. INES constraints interpreted over all sets of nite

trees P(Tree n) are also called atomic set constraints [15]. Theorem 18 implies
time complexity O(n3 ) for their satis ability problem. Furthermore, we show
that the occurs check axiom A60 is not needed to decide satis ability of atomic
set constraints.

Lemma 19. Let the constraint ' be B-closed
with the exception of A60 . Then '
0
does not imply ? according to axiom A6 .
'
Proof. If x ;
6 ", then also x ;' pn x for every path pn = pp : : : p
p x for some p =

(n-fold concatenation). Thus, for every pre x q of such a path pn , there exists a
'
non-constant function symbol f 2  and a term f (y) such that x ;
q f (y).
If x6; 2 ' then ' contains a conjunction expressing that tx for some (2)
ground term t.
But then there exist n  1 and a pre x q of pn leading
to a leaf in t. Thus,
'
(q; a) 2 t for some constant symbol a 2  . If x ;
f
(
q y), we can show by
induction over q that there exist z; z 0 such that z =a, z z 0 , and z 0=f (y) in '.
From B7:2, and A30 we obtain z 6 j z 0 and hence, ? is a consequence of Axiom A4
which contradicts the assumption.
2
From Lemma 19 and Theorem 18 we have the following Corollary[. Note that
this is in contrast to Examples 6 and 7.

Corollary 20. The satis ability of atomic set constraints is invariant with respect to the interpretation over sets of nite or in nite trees.
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